Otters Week 7 Timetable
Welcome
Story
Key Learning Intentions for this week
•
To be able to identify an object beginning with the sound ‘n’.
•
To be able to identify heavy and light objects.
•
To be able to clip 3 pegs on to the side of a bowl using a pincer grasp.
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Literacy
Maths
Fine and Gross Motor Skills
Phonics daily activity letter 'n'

Phonics daily activity recap

Morning

Morning

Phonics daily activity recap

Friday
Understanding the World
Phonics daily activity recap

Janie’s music session – pleases access this at any point during the week
Please don’t forget your LIVE Creative Movements sessions for Morning and Full-time children on Tuesday from 9.35-10.05am and for
Afternoon and Full-time children on Friday from 2.15-2.45pm.
Creative Movements Tuesday Session (9.35am) - Meeting ID: 886 3336 0517 Password: CMMHStues (Password: 426586)
Creative Movements Friday Session (2.15pm) - Meeting ID: 875 8618 2413 Password: CMMHSfri (Password: 236688)

The Magpie’s Nest

Listen to the story The
Magpie's Nest. Discuss with
your child what happened in
the story. Role model the
vocabulary and ask
questions, e.g.

Heavy and light

Prepare a weighing scale and a
range of objects of different
weights. Let the children
explore the resources for a
few minutes to see if they will

Morning

Morning

Pegs on bowl

Sensory mats

Today’s focus will be on using
one of our five senses (touch)
to describe how certain
materials feel.

Key vocabulary to practise:
- Nest
- Magpie
- Build
- Sticks
- Straw
- Bluebird
- Moss
- Sparrow
Key questions:
- What did the Magpie
build?
- How did he do it?
- What birds came to
watch his work?
- What noise do the
birds make?
- Were the birds nice
to the Magpie? Why?
Now off you go to the
garden to get some fresh
air. If you listen very
carefully you may hear
some birds singing! Don’t
worry if you don’t have a
garden, just listen to some
birds' noises here.
Activity:
Use the template of the
different birds identified in

come up with their own
observations.
Role model the vocabulary,
e.g. heavy, light, more, less,
add, take away, equal, same,
weighing scale, scale, etc. and
ask questions e.g.
-

Which scale has
more/less objects?
Which objects are
heavy/light?
Which scale is
heavier/lighter? Why?
What will happen when
we add more objects
into one of the scales?

Don’t worry if you don’t have a
weighing scale at home. You
can easily make it with a
clothes hanger, strings and
containers/plastic bags.

Extension:
Children to go around the
house to find different objects
independently. After they have

Materials:
- Wooden clothes pegs
- Container (large
enough to hold about
10 pegs with a clip that
is narrow enough for
the peg to be clipped
upon)
- Tray
What to do:
1. Place the wooden clothes
pegs into the container and
put it on a tray. Have your
child bring the tray to the
table (or workspace on the
floor) when ready.

On a large flat piece of
cardboard, place as many
different materials you have
available.
These should include any
materials that are: rough,
smooth, soft, hard, cold,
warm, bumpy, hot, wet, and
dry.
Ask your child to walk on the
different materials and
describe to you how it feels,
is it uncomfortable or
comfortable. Encourage them
to use the key words:

2. Pour out the pegs onto the
right side of the tray (or the
left, if child is left-handed).

Key words to practise:
Rough, smooth, soft, hard,
cold, warm, bumpy, hot, wet,
and dry.

3. Show your child how to use
thumb and index finger to
squeeze open the clothes
peg and then clip it onto the
container lip.

Extension:
You can get your child to
compare the different
materials by putting them
into the same category.

4. When all of the pegs are
clipped onto the container,
the children can unclip and
put them into the container
one at a time.

On a large sheet of paper
have on one side of the paper
the different textures as per
below.

the story, to colour in your
very own characters from
the story Magpie’s Nest.
To access the bird template
please click here.
Extension: Get the children
to look at the pictures of
the different birds that are
in the book and to describe
what they look like.
- Sparrow
- Bluebirds
- Magpie
Parents to use the internet
to research the different
birds mentioned above and
ask your child to describe
the colours, patterns and
size.
Phonics
Focus letter – n
Place in a box/bag some
objects beginning with
letter n. Ask your child to
pick up one object at a time
while singing “What’s in the
bag, what’s in the bag? Tell
me …. (child’s name) what’s

gathered some objects, ask
your child to describe the
weight of the objects.
-

Which one is heavier
why?
Which one is lighter
why?

You can also challenge them
by asking them if they can
place the objects in order from
heaviest to lightest.
Model first by using two
objects that they have picked
up.
Preferably one object that is
very light and the other very
heavier so that they can see
the difference.
Maths Challenge
Weighing
practice

1. Ask your child to find a
few heavy and light

Extension:
Have some different sized
objects ready.
Ask your child to pick up
each of the objects using the
pegs and place them inside
the bowl. The children should
count the amount of items
they are putting inside the
bowl.
To make it even more
exciting, you can both guess
the amount of items you can
fit inside and compete to see
if you or your child was right.

Rough
Smooth
Soft
Hard
Cold
Warm
Bumpy
Hot
Wet
Dry
Get the children to pick the
materials and put it next to
the correct category of
textures.

Count up your score, now
let’s see who will win!
Reading Challenge
Giraffes can’t dance

The children should watch

Reading Challenge
How does it feel?

in the bag”
Discuss each object and
highlight the sound that
each object’s name begins
with.
Present the lower case
letter ‘n’. Using the
worksheet provided discuss
what letters there are and
explain to your child that
they only need to colour in
the circles showing the
letter ‘n’.

objects. Ask them to
guess which one would
be heavy and which one
would be light, but
make sure that they
have not touched the
objects. After guessing,
use the weighing scale
to see if their prediction
was accurate.

2. Using pasta ask the
children to complete 3
tasks:
- make one of the scales
heavier,
- make one of the scales
lighter,
- make both scales the
same weight.

Colour letter n worksheet
Extension: Using the
worksheet provided, ask
your child to trace over
lines to help the birds find
their way to their nests.

3. Ask the children to find
at least 3 objects, weigh
them and order by their
weight!

the clip of Giraffes Can’t
Dance by clicking here.
After the story get the
children to discuss with you
their favourite part of the
story and why they chose
that part.
Key questions:
1. Why did the lions start
laughing at Gerald
before he even started
dancing?
2. Why did the other
animals think that
Gerald would be bad at
dancing?
3. Was it fair for the other
animals to assume that
Gerald can’t dance?
To understand the moral of
the story, ask your child to
name some of the things that
they feel that they are good
at.
Now ask them how they
would feel if someone said to
them that they were not
good at this because of their
height.
How would this make them

Children to use one of their
five senses to describe how
the different materials feel.
Have materials that are rough,
smooth, soft, hard, cold,
warm, bumpy, hot, wet, and
dry ready.
Using trays or bowls, place
each of the objects inside.
Ask your child to describe
how each of the materials feel
by encouraging them to use
the above vocabulary.
Model first by feeling a
material and describing how
it feel, “This material feels
very smooth as I can safely
trace my hand through it
without hurting myself.” This
way the children can begin to
understand the meaning of

feel and why?

these words too.

Extension: Get the children
to use the dance moves from
the story to come up with a
dance routine to show to
family members.

Trace the lines worksheet
Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

N is for nest

Floating and sinking - recap

Music gym

Gloop

As a recap from week 2, the
children will explore heavy and
light objects and will discuss
which objects will sink and
which will float.

Before joining in with the
music gym. Ask your child to
complete sets of warming up
activities.

Following the morning
activity the children will be
making nests. Listen again
to the story and remember
what the Magpie used to
make his nest and what
steps he took. Explore the
garden and look for all of
the resources you can find:
twigs, feathers, grass, etc.
Make it nice and cosy for
the birds!
No garden? Do not worry!
Be creative and find
resources at home! Use
straw, paper, fabrics,
strings, etc. You can make a
creative nest and this could
be even more fun.

Set up a water play for your
child. Make sure there are a
variety of objects of different
weights. Let your child explore
the tray and begin to fill and
empty containers and transfer
water between them.
Ask your child to say which
objects are heavy and which
objects are light. Explain to
your child that light objects
will float in the water and
heavy objects will sink.
Let them guess what will

For example:
- Stretching out their
legs
- Stretching out their
arms
- Running on the spot

What
-

you need:
Bowl
Cup
Water
Cornflour
Spoon
Optional: food
colouring

Join in the music gym
activity. Watch the gym
videos with your child and
practice all the exercises.

How to make gloop:
- Slowly add one cup of
cold water
- Two cups of cornflour
in a bowl.
- Stir until the water is
absorbed by the
cornflour.
- Add colour if you like.

When your child is familiar

Key questions:

After their warm up click the
link below to practice all the
exercises.

What to do:
- Using the method
that the Magpie told
the other birds, place
two sticks or straws
and lay them across
each other.
- Then use some leaves
to mix with the sticks
or straws
- Make sure to leave a
hole in the middle for
the bird and its egg.
Or you can even make a
nest craft! Simply cut brown
paper into strips and stick
them onto the paper.

happen to the additional
objects.

with them, join in with the
kids in the video!

-

Key vocabulary to practise:
- Float
- Sink
- Sunk
- Floated
- Heavy
- Light
Extension:
Children to go around the
house or garden and see if
they can find objects that they
predict will either float or sink
and why they think that. Test
to see if their prediction was
correct.

Extension: Freeze Dance
Add-in a game while dancing
to your child’s favourite song
where one person stops the
music and everyone else
must instantly freeze. If you
catch someone moving,
they’re out. The last one
standing (or dancing in this
case), wins.

-

What happens when
you squeeze the gloop
into a ball?
What happens when
you let go?
When does the gloop
feel hard?
When does the gloop
feel slime?
What happens when
you trace your finger in
the gloop?

Extension:
Children can begin to learn
about liquids and solids.
Role model to your child
using the gloop, explaining
that when you squeeze the
gloop it is hard so it is a solid.
But when you let go of the
gloop and it is runny, it
becomes a liquid.
Ask your child to have a go at
experimenting with the gloop
but ensuring that they are
using the correct vocabulary.

Afternoon- Let’s be Creative Afternoon- Let’s be Creative

Afternoon- Let’s be Creative

Afternoon- Let’s be Creative

Birds

Butterfly

Move Like An Animal

There are no birds in the
nest! Using spare kitchen
roll, paint, feathers and
paper your child will need
to make a bird for the nest!
Help your child with
preparing the resources,
especially cutting.

Using the template provided
ask the children to make a
colourful butterfly collage.

Texture
Collage

We will be now using our
body to move like different
animals. Are we ready!

To access the butterfly
template, click here.
What you will need:
- Kitchen roll
- Paint or colouring
pencils or felt tip
pens
- Black pen
- Feathers or you can
cut out some using
paper
- Glue
What you need to do:
-

Use the kitchen roll
and decorate the
body of the bird

What you need:
- Coloured paper or
tissue paper
- Glue
- Or colouring pencils or
paint
What you need to do:
- Ask your child to tear
up small pieces of paper
or tissue paper
- Use the glue stick to
one by one glue the
pieces onto the
template

Here are some of the animals
that you can use your body
to move with:
1. Alligators have long
and wide mouths to fit
plenty of food in. Use
your arms to chomp
like an alligator. Don’t
forget to move around
your house or garden
to catch your food.
Chomp, chomp, and
chomp.
2. Bears have four legs
they like to walk on.
Can you walk like a
bear using your body?
3. Bunny’s love to hop
put your feet together
to hop and hold your

What you will need:
-

Paper
Bubble wrap
Felt
Cotton
Sticks
Fabric
Tissue paper
Glue

Parent please have ready
the following:
-

Using any type of
material to cut out a
circle for the face
Using any type of
materials to cut out a
rectangle for the body
Using any type of
material to cut out a
long thin rectangle for
the arms and legs

-

-

using paint or
colouring pencils or
felt tip pens
Using different
coloured paper cut
out a shape of
feathers or feathers if
you have any
Glue the feathers on
the inside of the
kitchen roll
Then use black
marker for the two
eyes

Optional:
If children have glitter or
any other materials they can
use these to decorate their
birds.

Tearing paper is a great
activity to strengthen their
tripod grip.
If you do not have access to
tissue paper or coloured
paper, that is okay.
You can use different paint
and put some on only one side
of the butterfly and ask your
child to fold up the template,
in which they will then make a
symmetrical pattern on the
butterfly.
Another option can be for
them to use different
colouring pencils and neatly
colour in the butterfly.
Please encourage your child
to say which colours they are
using!

hands inwards to hop
like a bunny. Hop like a
bunny hop, hop, hop.
4. Frogs jump from one
lily pad to another.
Bend your legs, put
both arms in between
your feet and push
yourself up. Having fun
leaping from one lily
pad to another.
5. When lions see their
food, they walk very
quietly. Using your
arms and feet, walk
quietly like a lion.
Click here to listen to the
song ‘Walking in the Jungle’
to help with this activity.

What to do:
- Use the rectangle
material for the body
of your portrait
- Use the circle to stick it
onto the body using
glue
- Use the glue to stick on
your arms and legs
- If you have yarn, you
can use this to make
some hair for your
portrait.
After your child has
completed their portrait,
discuss the different textures.

